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Abstract 
Ultrasonic imaging of single objects in heterogeneous solids such as concrete is mainly performed using linearized 
methods that are limited to one wave type and neglect geometric reflections and mode conversions. This limits the 
reconstruction accuracy and can induce artefacts. 
 
By considering more information of the complete resulting wave field, full waveform inversion (FWI) promises a 
more accurate imaging. The method compares the measured signals with the results of the forward calculation of 
the scattered field of the source signals. The distribution of all three isotropic material parameters is iteratively 
adjusted to minimize the difference between the calculated and measured signals. By using a viable forward model, 
no limiting assumptions about wave propagation are necessary. Since the problem is ill-posed, regularization 
techniques are used for stabilization. 
 
The paper explains the operation and possibilities of the model-based approach considering both synthetic and 
experimental measurement data. First results on idealized scattered geometries in homogeneous and heterogeneous 
solids are presented. Beginning with synthetic measurement results for the identification of anomalies in the solid 
body, the method is then applied to laboratory experimental data in the ultrasonic regime. In both cases, the same 
concrete structure is addressed where a known inclusion made of extruded polystyrene foam (XPS) is representing 
the anomaly to be detected. 
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1 Introduction 

The importance of life-cycle management is increasing steadily over the last years. In the case 
of engineering structures it becomes inevitable and since the majority of these structures is still 
in use, damage detection should be done non-invasively. Hence, the full waveform inversion is 
a promising tool to identify material parameters of structures probed with seismic waves. This 
well-established method in geophysics [1-3] ought to be transferred to civil engineering 
problems where structures are of smaller scale and different material properties apply. 

Firstly, the principles of full waveform inversion (FWI) are presented. Their use in the case of 
a two-dimensional time-domain finite-difference scheme for FWI is explained and applied on 
a laboratory specimen that represents a concrete block with a cavity of loose aggregates. 
Experiments include a numerical study and measured data. The results of both experiments are 
discussed and conclusions are drawn. 
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2 Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) 
It is possible to gain information about material parameters from probing it with elastic waves. 
Here, the transmission, reflection, refraction and diffraction data can be used in order to identify 
fault areas in the structure and/or soil. 
Generally, seismic waves are divided into surface and body waves. Again, there are two parts 
describing the body waves. The primary wave (P-wave) is a compression wave. It travels 
through all media with a change in the velocity for different materials. The other part is 
described by the secondary wave (S-wave) and is a shear wave, which only exists in solids. 
The FWI is solving an inverse problem where the residual energy between the experimental 
data and the numerical data of the underlying model is minimized [4]. The numerical model in 
two dimensions is formed using the elastic wave equation [1] in 2D (x-z-plane) 
 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑧) 𝜕𝑣𝜕𝑡 =  𝜕𝜎𝜕𝑥 +  𝑓 , 𝜕𝜎𝜕𝑡 =  𝜆(𝑥, 𝑧) 𝜕Θ𝜕𝑡 𝛿 +  𝜇(𝑥, 𝑧) 𝜕𝑣𝜕𝑥 +  𝜕𝑣𝜕𝑥 , (1) 

 𝑖 = 𝑥, 𝑧;     𝑗 = 𝑥, 𝑧 alongside with boundary and initial conditions apply, where 𝜌 is the density,  𝑣  are the particle velocities, 𝑡 stands for time, 𝜎  denotes the stress tensor components, 𝑓  are 
the directed body forces, 𝜆(𝑥, 𝑧) and 𝜇(𝑥, 𝑧) are the Lamé parameters and 𝛿  is known as 
Kronecker's delta. In this paper, finite differences are used to solve the elastic wave equation 
on a discretized domain, while perfectly matched layers [5] are used to prevent wave reflections 
on the boundaries of the domain. 
For the utilization of the FWI it is necessary to gain experimental data 𝐮  and to develop an 
appropriate initial numerical model containing numerical data 𝐮 . The inversion procedure 
is then controlled by iteratively minimizing the cost function 
 𝐶 (𝐦) =  ‖𝐮 (𝐦) −  𝐮 ‖  (2) 
 
in the sense of least squares leading to a comprehensive model of the structure of interest [6]. 
In each iteration step, the wave equation is solved for each excitation source and frequency to 
obtain 𝐮 . Afterwards, the residuals 
 𝛿𝐮(𝐦) =  𝐮 (𝐦) −  𝐮  (3) 
 
are calculated and are back propagated from the receiver positions to generate the adjoint wave 
field. The model parameters are updated simultaneously by using a Quasi-Newton method 
under consideration of the acquired 𝛿𝐦 while a regularization is introduced by an early stopping 
criterion. 

Here, the model parameters are formed by the density 𝜌, the P-wave velocity 𝑉 =   and 

the S-wave velocity 𝑉 =   , where the latter two are calculated from the density and the 

Lamé parameters 𝜆 and 𝜇. 
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3 Application 
A laboratory size specimen is used for the following simulations and experiments. Therefore, a 
concrete block with the total size of 1200 mm length, 250 mm width and 300 mm height is 
casted containing an ellipsoid cylinder made of XPS at a known position (Fig. 1). 

The material parameters of the concrete were measured by ultrasonic measurements, the 
characteristics of the XPS ellipsoid are taken from literature. All properties are summarized in 
Table 1. For all FWI calculations the free software DENISE was used. [7] 
 

Table 1: Material parameter values 
Material 𝑽𝐩 [𝐦 𝐬]⁄  𝑽𝐬 [𝐦 𝐬]⁄  𝝆 [𝐤𝐠 𝐦𝟑]⁄  
Concrete 4124 2550 2289 
XPS 103 64 57 
Air 332 0 1,25 

3.1 Synthetic study 
As for the first approach, the applicability of FWI for ultrasound measurements on concrete 
structures was studied for artificially generated measurement data. To this end, the cross section 
I-I in Figure 1 was modelled with a discretization size of 2 mm by 2 mm per grid element. The 
sensors were placed on the surface. At the positions of the sources a signal was emitted into the 
structure and at the receiver positions the incoming signals have been recorded. The forward 
calculation was used to create this synthetic measurement data. The latter were then used as 
input for the FWI algorithm. The procedure is depicted in Figure 3. 

3.2 FWI on measurement data 
The experimental part of this study used an ultrasound array which was placed at the cross 
section I-I and at cross section II-II for comparison. In total there were nine transducer positions 
over the height of the specimen with a mutual distance of 3 cm (see Figure 2), at each position 
three parallel transducers operated as a transmitter or receiver, respectively. The measurements 
were taken in reflection mode using shear waves. During the measurements, the transmitting 
transducer was switched from the bottom to the top position while all remaining transducers 
were receiving. 
 

Figure 1: Drawing of concrete body containing the ellipsoid cylinder in cross section I-I 
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Figure 2: Concrete block (left); measurement device with transducer array (right) containing 

ultrasound transducers with centre frequencies of 55 kHz for transversal waves  
or 100 kHz for longitudinal waves 

 
The time signals were used by the FWI algorithm to detect the ellipsoid inside the concrete at 
the true position including its dimensions. Regularization of the presumably ill-posed problem 
is achieved by an early truncation of the iterations, so that error components in the measured 
signals do not propagate that strongly into the solution. The scheme is shown in Figure 3. 
 
 

  
 

Figure 3: Scheme for data generation, processing and evaluation via FWI algorithm  
for the first of nine source positions 

4 Results 
All shown results used the full set of data that are composed of eight receiver time signals for 
each of the nine sensor positions resulting in 72 data sets. 

4.1 Synthetic study 
Firstly, the data is computed by using the forward calculation inside the DENISE code. For 
illustration, an example set of calculated time signals is compared to the measured signals in 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of measured (--) and simulated (--) data (normalized) of the transversal wave 

for source position no. 3 and receiver positions no. 2 (top), 5 (middle) and 8 (bottom);  
position numbers counted from bottom to top 

These receiver data were then used for the FWI to detect the ellipsoid while different frequency 
cycles were used. It has been observed that with increasing frequencies the appearance of 
artefacts is increasing. This behaviour may lead to falsely interpreted areas, where there are no 
defects to detect. In order to overcome this phenomenon it has been shown that a multi-cyclic 
approach, where the maxima of the consecutive frequency bands go up and down again, helps 
to minimize the appearance of artefacts. 
The starting model is the same as the initial model in Figure 3. The progress of the 
approximation of the defect is shown in Figure 5. As a side effect, artefacts arise and grow with 
increasing frequencies. Hence, this can be reduced by using the multi-cyclic approach. The 
results in the material space following the frequency band cycles are depicted in Figure 5 for 
the shear wave velocity. 
 

 
Figure 5: FWI results of shear wave velocity 𝑉  [m/s] for the consecutive frequency band cycles 

considering artificially generated shear wave data, position of ellipsoid as red dashed line 
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4.2 FWI on measurement data 
Similarly to Section 4.1, here the experimental measurement data was used for the FWI. The 
starting model was the same one as for the synthetic study. The results for the density are given 
in Figure 6 for the applied frequency bands. 
 

 
Figure 6: FWI results for density 𝜌 [kg/m³] for the consecutive frequency band cycles considering 

ultrasonic measurement data, position of ellipsoid as red dashed line 

The results show that there is a tendency towards a mitigation at the position of the ellipsoid, 
but no clear outcome is reached as artefacts appear more or less at the same magnitude as the 
ellipsoid itself.  

5 Discussion 
For the numerical study, not only the position, but also the dimensions and the magnitude of 
the ellipsoid can be identified correctly. Considering the numerical application the FWI is a 
very useful method for the detection of defects inside concrete bodies.  
Nevertheless, there are differences between the measurement and the simulation. For instance, 
the measurement data was taken from a 3D object whereas the simulations are carried out on a  
2-dimensional domain. Another aspect is the attenuation, which is global in the model and not 
being updated during the optimization. Transferring the method to real measurement data is not 
that easy as there are many unknowns and aspects, which the numerical simulation cannot 
account for. 
On the other hand, it is known that the FWI can be highly sensitive to the starting model, which 
may lead to undesired local optima that are not the correct solution. In addition, the optimization 
algorithm is not always stable. 

6 Conclusion 
Given the outcome of this research, the application of the FWI to civil engineering problems is 
shown by the synthetic study, where the results of the inversion are in good agreement with the 
model containing the ellipsoid, where the artificial measurement data was generated. 
However, the approach needs to be improved for real measurement data. The level of 
information can be enhanced by using a larger number of transducers as well as optimizing their 
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positions. However, the coupling of the sensors to the solid body needs to be modelled in order 
to use correct source and receiver signals in the simulation. 
Further improvement needs to be made within the optimization to perform more robust and to 
obtain globally optimal results. 
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